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Distributed denial-of-service attack is one of the most pressing security problems that the Internet

community needs to address. Two major requirements for effective traceback are (i) to quickly and

accurately locate potential attackers and (ii) to filter attack packets so that a host can resume the

normal service to legitimate clients. Most of the existing IP traceback techniques focus on tracking

the location of attackers after-the-fact. In this work, we provide an efficientmethodology for locating

potential attackers who employ the flood-based attack. We propose a distributed algorithm so that a

set of routers can correctly (in a distributed sense) gather statistics in a coordinated fashion and that

a victim site can deduce the local traffic intensities of all these participating routers. We prove the

correctness of our distributed algorithm, and given the collected statistics, we provide a method for

the victim site to locate attackers who sent out dominating flows of packets. The proposed distributed

traceback methodology can also complement and leverage on the existing ICMP traceback so that

a more efficient and accurate traceback can be obtained. We carry out simulations to illustrate

that the proposed methodology can locate the attackers in a short period of time. Moreover, the

applications as well as the limitations of the proposed methodology are covered. We believe this

work also provides the theoretical foundation on how to correctly and accurately perform

distributed measurement and traffic estimation on the Internet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the Internet as a pervasive form of com-

munication has led to the recent enormous deployment of

e-business and information distribution services. However,

the success of the Internet also attracts malicious attackers

to abuse system resources and exposes the inherent security

problems. Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is one

of the most pressing problems on the Internet. In recent years,

well-known commercial sites such as Yahoo, Amazon and

eBay were being attacked and were out of service for many

hours due to the DDoS attack on February 2000 [1]. Since

then, DDoS attacks have increased in size, frequency,

sophistication and severity.

Two basic requirements to counter DDoS attack are trace-

back property and filtering property. Traceback property

refers to the capability to determine the possible locations

of the attackers. Filtering property refers to the capability

to eliminate the attacking traffic from the victim site so that

regular services can be maintained. If the attackers are using

non-spoofed packets in their attacks, there is no traceback

problem because the source addresses in the packets are

valid and can be traced easily. However, the attackers often

use fake or spoofed IP source addresses in their attack pack-

ets. Real attacks, like the TCP SYN attack, are using spoofed

packets in order to bring about the desired damage. Also,

compromised machines are precious resources for the hack-

ers, and hackers like to protect these resources so others will

not discover that these hosts are compromised. Therefore,

IP spoofing is often used. Moreover, because of the stateless

nature of the Internet, it is a difficult task to determine or to

trace the source of these attackers’ packets and thereby locate

the potential locations of these attackers.

In this paper, we present a distributed approach to effectively

traceback the location of potential flood-based attack sources.

Our proposed approach is twofold. Firstly, our approach is

grounded on the programmable router architecture [2, 3, 4, 5]

wherein participating routers can collaboratively collect traffic

statistics to a victim site. The statistical information will

be forwarded to a victim site (or any processing node in a

distributed system). The victim site can then

(i) construct the attack graph, which depicts the network

paths taken by all received packets at the victim, and
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(ii) accurately determine the magnitudes or intensities of

the local traffic, which was generated from the local

administrative domain of each participating router.

Secondly, upon determining the intensity of local traffic of

each participating router, the victim site can then determine

the amount of traffics from each participating router which

arrived at the victim site within a measurement interval.

Based on this information, the victim site can determine a

subset of attacking routers whose workload consume a large

percentage of the victim’s resource.

The contributions of our work are as follows:

� An effective distributed traceback methodology to

determine the local traffics of participating routers.

� The local traffics of all routers are determined at the

same logical time without requiring any global clock

or global synchronization from each participating router.

� The victim can efficiently locate the attackers who

contribute large attack flows.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we formally present the traceback problem and present the

network setting wherein we perform the distributed trace-

back. We also give an example to illustrate why one needs

a distributed algorithm to carefully record the local state of

each participating router so as to achieve the notion of cor-

rectness. In Section 3, we present the distributed algorithm

to correctly record the state of each participating router. In

Section 4, we present the criteria and the algorithm to effec-

tively determine the subset of routers whose local traffics

consume a large portion of the victim’s resource within a

given time interval. In Section 5, we carry out NS-2 simula-

tion to illustrate the effectiveness of our distributed trace-

back methodology. Implementation issues are discussed in

Section 6. In Section 7, we introduce possible applications

and limitations of our proposed approach. Related work is

given in Section 8, and the conclusion is given in Section 9.

2. OVERVIEW AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we first present the overview of our approach,

then we present a network model and some of its important

components. We define three important concepts, namely,

the transit traffic, the local traffic and the outgoing traffic

of a participating router. We also illustrate why one needs a

distributed algorithm to correctly perform the traceback under

a DDoS attack.

2.1. Overview

One way to eliminate the detrimental effect of the flood-based

DDoS attack is to trace the location of the attacker and to

filter out all the malicious packets leaving that host. Since

the attacker is sending a huge amount of packets compared

with those of the normal users, one can easily notice the large

portion of traffic from the attacker on the victim side through

a traffic intensity measuring mechanism.

However, this approach is infeasible since the attackers are

usually spoofing the source address of the malicious packets.

One can hardly measure the traffic intensity of a particular

host based on the source addresses of the outgoing packets.

Alternatively, we suggest measuring the intensity of the

outgoing traffic towards the victim on the routers. Certainly,

this scheme neither measures the traffic intensity of an

individual user nor traceback to a particular attacker. Never-

theless, it aims to identify a number of routers which have

high volume of outgoing traffic towards the victim site. This

indicates that the origins of the attack are from the domains

of those routers.

In order to measure and collect the traffic intensities from

the routers that are participating in the DDoS attack traceback

mechanism, we propose a novel approach by applying the

snapshot algorithm suggested in [6]. The snapshot approach

provides means to coordinate all the participating routers in

the traffic measurement and the data collecting procedures. It

also provides a way to measure the traffic intensity correctly.

The advantages of our approach are (i) easy to implement

without a large modification of the routers and (ii) fast; the

approach requires only a few seconds in measuring the traffic

intensities of the router.

2.2. Problem definition

Let us first define our network model. In Figure 1, a directed

acyclic graph (DAG) rooted at V represents a network topo-

logy, and the root node V represents a victim site. The DAG

is composed of routers and local area networks (LANs). For

the simplicity of illustration, the DAG only shows the net-

work components that are participating in transmitting and

forwarding traffics to the victim site V. Let Ri be an upstream

router of V and the DAG a map of all routers which

forward traffics to V.
A LAN contains a number of end hosts which include some

legitimate clients of V and possibly some attackers of V. The
traffics sending to V generated by the clients and the attackers

are forwarded by routers. For example, in Figure 1, router

R1 serves as a gateway of LAN0 and LAN1, and these two

LANs are regarded as the ‘local administrative domain’

(or ‘domain’ in short) of R1. A router is responsible for

forwarding traffics generated from its domain, as well as

traffics generated from the domains of its ‘upstream routers’.

For example, in Figure 1, routers R3, R4 and R5 are consid-

ered as the upstream routers of R1. Particularly, routers R3 and

R4 are regarded as the ‘immediate upstream routers’ of R1.

We say that a router is a leaf router if it is not connected to

any upstream routers, for instance, R2, R3 and R5 in Figure 1.

Other routers such as R1 and R4 are called internal routers.

In reality, a router in this model represents the border router
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of an ISP or an AS while the corresponding LAN represents

the domain of the ISP/AS. Throughout this paper, we let

UðRiÞ be the set of upstream routers of Ri, UðRiÞ be the set

of immediate upstream routers of Ri, DðRiÞ be the set of

downstream routers of Ri and DðRiÞ be the set of immediate

downstream routers of Ri.

In our work, we classify three types of traffics: they are

the transit traffic the local traffic and the outgoing traffic.

The transit traffic of Ri is the traffic forwarded from the

immediate upstream routers of Ri while the local traffic of

Ri represents the traffic generated from the local admini-

strative domain of Ri. Eventually, the outgoing traffic of Ri

is the sum of the transit traffic and the local traffic of Ri.

To illustrate, let us consider the following example using

Figure 1. Part of the traffic to V was generated in LAN5,

and the packets have to pass through routers R5, R4 and R1

before reaching V. The traffic from LAN5 is considered as the

transit traffic of router R4. On the other hand, the clients in

LAN4 also generate traffic to V and this traffic is considered

as the local traffic of R4. The union of these two streams of

traffics generated in LAN4 and LAN5 is considered as the

outgoing traffics of R4.

We assume that each router maintains a counter which

records the accumulative (for the ease of presentation, let

us ignore the counter wraparound problem. It can be resolved

by a distributed coordinated reset) volume of the outgoing

traffic (in units of packet) towards the victim site V. To

elaborate the distributed algorithm, we formally define the

following concept:

DEFINITION 2.1. The ‘local traffic’ of Ri is the number of

packets which are destined for the victim site V and these

packets are generated within the local administrative domain

of Ri between [t1, t2], where t2 > t1. We denote the ‘local

traffic’ of Ri between the time interval [t1, t2] as Li(t1, t2).

DEFINITION 2.2. The ‘outgoing traffic’ counter of Ri at

time t records the accumulative number of packets, which are

destined for the victim site V up to time t. We denote the

counter value of the ‘outgoing traffic’ of Ri at time t as Ci(t).

We define an attacker and his/her behavior as follows. An

attacker is a host which is sending high volume of traffics

towards the victim site within a period of time (usually within

seconds) and thereby consumes a large portion of the victim’s

resource. An attacker may generate any kinds of packets with

spoofed source addresses. In an attack scenario, there are

usually multiple attackers and they may conspire.

In the following, we introduce our approach in a formal

manner. Let Ci(t) be the counter value of the outgoing traffic

of router Ri at time t and let UðRiÞ be a set of immediate

upstream routers of Ri. The accumulative local traffic Ni(t)

of router Ri at time t is

NiðtÞ ¼
CiðtÞ Ri is a leaf;

CiðtÞ �
P

Rj2UðRiÞ CjðtÞ otherwise:

�
ð1Þ

Let Li(t1, t2) represent the local traffic generated by the router

Ri within the time interval [t1, t2]:

Liðt1‚ t2Þ ¼ Niðt2Þ � Niðt1Þ: ð2Þ

The implication of these Equations (1) and (2) is that, by

using the outgoing traffic counters, one can deduce the

accumulative local traffic to the victim site V for every router

by Equation (1). Then, by taking the difference of these
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FIGURE 1. An example network topology.
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accumulative local traffics between two different time

instants, one can obtain the local traffic to a victim V for

every router within the measurement interval by Equation (2).

We describe how the victim can initiate the traceback

process in the following. When V receives a huge amount

of traffic that exceeds its pre-defined threshold of traffic

loading, V declares that it is under a DDoS attack and begins

the traceback procedure. V signals all routers1 to read their

outgoing traffic counters. In order to determine the local traf-

fic within a time interval [t1, t2], V needs to send the ‘counter

reading signals’ to all participating routers twice, one at

time t1 and the other at time t2. Then, each router takes the

counter value of its outgoing traffic counter and sends this

information back to the victim accordingly. Eventually,

after V has collected these two sets of data from the partici-

pating routers, V computes the local traffic generated

from each domain within [t1, t2] by Equations (1) and (2).

By comparing the intensities of the local traffics among the

participating routers, one can determine the locations of the

attackers.

To illustrate this traceback process, consider the following

simple but illustrative example using the network topology of

Figure 1. We call this Example A. There is only one attacker

located in LAN5. The attacker launches a DoS attack on

the victim site V, and V initiates the traceback procedure to

determine the location of the attacker. For simplicity of

illustration, we assume that the initial values of all outgoing

traffic counters of the routers are zero (i.e. Ci(0) ¼ 0 for all Ri

in the network topology). The counter values of all five rou-

ters’ outgoing traffic are taken at time instants t1 and t2.

Table 1 depicts the outgoing traffic Ci(t) at time instants t1
and t2 for all routers, and the values of all routers’ accumu-

lative local traffic Ni(t) at time instants t1 and t2.

The local traffic Li(t1, t2) of each router generated within

[t1, t2] is shown in Table 2 wherein the computation is

based on Equation (2). Comparing the intensities of the

local traffic of these five routers within the interval [t1, t2],

one can deduce that the domain of router R5 is the location

of the attacker. Note that this type of distributed counter

reading procedure does not require the router to examine

the source IP address of each packet.

By using this traffic measurement, one can easily jump

to the conclusion that a DDoS traceback is an easy task.

However, we will show that there are some deficiencies

in this distributed counter reading approach. The major

problem is that Equations (1) and (2) are only correct if the

network has a global clock and all routers can perform

synchronous reading of their respective outgoing traffic

counters. Let us consider Example A again but with asyn-

chronous reading of the counters, and we call this Example B.

Figure 2 depicts the scenario of Example B. A black

rectangle in the figure represents the time instant at which

the outgoing traffic counter of a router is read. Since the

second outgoing traffic counters for R4 and R5 are not read

simultaneously, some packets from R5 sending to V are

not recorded by R5 but are recorded by R4. To illustrate it

numerically, C5(t2) becomes 30,000 instead of 50,000.

Thus, L5(t1, t2) becomes 10,000 while L4(t1, t
0
2) becomes

21,000. One can observe that asynchronous reading of the

counters will mislead the victim site V to conclude that

the domain of router R4 is the location of the attacker. In

the next section, we present a complete distributed algorithm

to precisely measure the local traffics of all routers without a

global clock. The derived local traffic intensities can help us

to determine the locations of the attackers.

3. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the complete distributed algorithm

to measure the local traffic of every router. We first define

the notion of ‘correctness’ for measuring the local traffic

of each participating router and demonstrate how one can

effectively achieve the required correctness. Besides the

1In reality, only those routers within the attack graph of V need to partici-

pate in the distributed traceback. We will illustrate this in Section 6.

20, 000 pkts time

time

R
5

R
4

C5(t1)

t1 t2

C5(t2)

C4(t1)

t1 t2’

C4(t2’)

FIGURE 2. Asynchronous reading of outgoing traffic counters in

Example B.

TABLE 1. Computation of the accumulative local traffic in

Example A by using Equation (1).

Outgoing traffic counter at time t

Time C5(t) C4(t) C3(t) C2(t) C1(t)

t ¼ t1 20,000 35,000 5000 10,000 65,000

t ¼ t2 50,000 66,000 6000 11,000 99,000

TABLE 2. Computation of Li(t1, t2): the local traffic within [t1,t2] in

Example A by using Equation (2).

Local traffic from t1 to t2

R5 R4 R3 R2 R1

Li(t1, t2) 30,000 1000 1000 1000 2000
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general proof for the correctness of the proposed distributed

algorithm, we also use an example to illustrate the effective-

ness of this distributed algorithm.

In the previous section, we have used an example to illus-

trate that a naive or straightforward manner of reading the

outgoing traffic counters can lead to an erroneous conclusion

(which concludes that router R4, instead of R5, is the location

of the attacker). The reason for this erroneous conclusion is

that the outgoing traffic counters of the immediate upstream

routers of R4 are not recorded correctly. To illustrate the

notion of correctness, Figure 3 illustrates a timing diagram

with two routers Ri and Rj, where Rj is an immediate upstream

router of Ri. The black rectangle in the figure represents the

time instant at which the outgoing traffic counter of a router

Ri is read, and we let this time instant be ti,k, where k 2 [1, 2]

represents whether the reading is taken for the first or the

second time. We assume that Figure 3 is illustrating the

reading of the outgoing traffic counter for the k-th time. Let

Cj(tj,k) be the value of Rjs outgoing traffic counter at time tj,k
and let Ci(ti,k) be the value of Ris outgoing traffic counter

at time ti,k. The Aji block in the figure represents a sequence

of packets that are sent to V through Rj before tj,k but are

received by Ri after ti,k. Correspondingly, the Bji block repre-

sents a sequence of packets that are sent to V by Rj after tj,k
but are received by Ri before time ti,k. In other words, all

packets in Aji are recorded in Cj(tj,k) but are not recorded in

Ci(ti,k); while all packets in Bji are not recorded in Cj(tj,k) but

are recorded in Ci(ti,k). The mis-counting of these packets

will lead to an erroneous conclusion.

Let the accumulative local traffic of router Ri at time ti,k
be Ni(ti,k). The accumulative local traffic of Ri at time ti,k is

the difference between the outgoing traffic of Ri at ti,k and the

transit traffic received by Ri at ti,k. Hence

Niðti;kÞ ¼ Ciðti;kÞ � ðtransit traffic received by Ri at ti;kÞ:

The transit traffic received by Ri at time ti,k is the outgoing

traffic sent from all immediate upstream routers of Ri. On

one hand, since packets in Aji are not received by Ri at ti,k,

but are recorded by Rj at tj,k, one needs to reduce this traffic

workload from Cj(tj,k). On the other hand, packets in Bji

are received by Ri at ti,k, but are not recorded by Rj at tj,k.

Thus, one needs to include this traffic workload in Cj(tj,k).

Therefore, the correct accounting of the accumulative local

traffic from router Ri is defined as follows:

Niðti;kÞ ¼ Ciðti;kÞ �
X

Rj2UðRiÞ
ðCjðtj;kÞ � Aji þ BjiÞ:

Let us apply the above equation back to Example B

illustrated in Figure 2. The accumulative local traffic

N4(t4,2) becomes

N4ðt4;2Þ ¼ C4ðt4;2Þ � ðC5ðt5;2Þ � A54 þ B54Þ
¼ 66,000 � ð30,000 � 0þ 20,000Þ
¼ 16,000:

KL4ðt4;1‚ t4;2Þ ¼ 16,000 � 15,000 ¼ 1000:

Hence, one can conclude that the attacker is in the domain

of R5. In the following subsection, we present an efficient

distributed algorithm to measure the two sequences of packets

Aji and Bji correctly so as to satisfy the correctness criteria

stated above.

3.1. Measuring the correct local traffic

We make use of the result in [6] to collect all outgoing traffic

counters in a coordinated manner and, at the same time, to

determine the values of Aji and Bji. We call this the snapshot

algorithm. There are three main components in the snapshot

algorithm, namely (i) the marker, (ii) the local state of a

participating router or the victim site and (iii) the channel

state. These three components have the following func-

tionalities under our DDoS application.

(i) Marker. The marker is a special packet with a special

header or a special header entry. The marker is

initially sent by V to all its neighboring routers. The

functionality of the marker is to facilitate all parti-

cipating routers to record their local states and to

derive the corresponding channel states.

(ii) Local state. Both the router and the victim site have

their own local states. For a participating router, say

the router Ri, the local state at time t corresponds

to the value of its outgoing traffic counter Ci(t).

However, the victim site V does not have an outgoing

traffic counter. Instead, the local state of the victim

site V refers to the accumulative number of packets

that V has received by time t, i.e. the aggregated

traffic destined for V from the domains of all partici-

pating routers. We denote this accumulative incoming

traffic to V at time t as TVðtÞ. To find the aggregated

incoming traffic sent to V within the interval [t1, t2],

one can perform

IVðt1‚ t2Þ ¼ TVðt2Þ � TVðt1Þ: ð3Þ
(iii) Channel state. This corresponds to the number of

packets that are received by a router after the router

Rj

Ri

Cj(tj,k)

Ci(ti,k)

time

time

tj,k

ti,k

Aji Bji

FIGURE 3. Correct accumulative local traffic without clock

synchronization.
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records its own local state but before that router

receives the marker along that link. Its role will be

thoroughly discussed later.

The snapshot algorithm assumes that the packet delivery

process is in the order sent (or FIFO). As two adjacent routers

are connected by a communication link or in the same LAN,

the delivery order of the packets can be preserved under this

kind of physical connection. On the other hand, since the

channel state is measuring the number of packets forwarding

from an upstream router, one can notice that this may not

work as the router has to examine the source address of the

incoming packets. Nevertheless, the router can rely on which

interface a packet is coming from or the router can refer to the

level two address (e.g. MAC address in Ethernet) of a packet

in order to distinguish which router or channel that packet is

coming from. This methodology does not take the risk that

the attackers are sending spoof packets because we are only

interested in from which upstream router a packet is coming.

Also, it is futile for the attacker to spoof the level two source

address of a packet because when the packet is routed through

a routing device, the level two address is usually altered

and set as the hardware address of that routing device.

Before we formally present the snapshot algorithm, let us

define the following notations. Let Ri and Rj be two adjacent

routers connected by two uni-directional links, namely Linkij
and Linkji. Linkij carries traffic that is from Ri to Rj while

Linkji carries traffic from Rj to Ri. Let the time instant that

Ri records its local state be ti,k, and let the time instant that Ri

receives a marker from Linkji after it has recorded its local

state be ti;k
j (if the marker arrives before Ri records its local

state, then that time instant is ti,k. See Algorithm 1 for details).

Let Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ be the channel state of Linkji, which is the

number of packets received by Rj from Ri after ti,k and

before ti;k
j. The following pseudo-code shows the outline of

the snapshot algorithm.

ALGORITHM 1. The snapshot algorithm.

Algorithm initialization:

V records the value of incoming traffic at t as TVðtÞ;
For (each link Linkvk that connects V to its neighboring router Rk) {
V sends a marker along Linkvk and starts recording the number of packets received from Linkkv;

}
Marker-sending and marker-receiving rules:

For the victim site V:
If (V has received a marker from a Linkkv at time t0){
V stops recording the number of packets received from Linkkv and stores the value as the channel state Hkvðt‚ t0Þ;

}
For each participating router Ri:

If (Ri has received a marker from Linkji at time ti,k and Ri has not recorded its local state) {
Ri records the value of the outgoing traffic counter at time t as Ci(t);

Ri sets the channel state Hjiðti;k‚ ti;k jÞ as zero;
For (each link Linkik that connects Ri to its neighboring router Rk) {
Ri sends a marker along Linkik;

Ri starts recording the number of packets received from Linkki, except Linkji;

}
If (Ri has received a marker from Linkji at time t j

i;k and Ri has already recorded its local state) {
Ri stops recording the number of packets from Linkji and stores the value as Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ;
}

Termination:

For each participating router Ri in the network topology:

If (Ri has recorded local state and has finished recording channel states for all incoming links) {
Ri sends the snapshot data (i.e. its local state and all its channel states) to V;
Ri terminates;

}
For the victim site V:
If (V has recorded its incoming traffic and has finished recording all channel states for all its incoming links

and has received the snapshot data sending from all participating routers) {
V terminates;

}
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The invocation of the snapshot algorithm occurs when

the victim site V acknowledges that it is under a DDoS attack;

for instance, V finds that the amount of incoming traffic has

exceeded a pre-defined threshold. In the beginning of the

algorithm, V sends markers to its neighboring routers

along its outgoing links. These routers will then send markers

to all its neighboring routers according to the above pseudo-

code. Eventually, all participating routers in the attack

graph will process the marker for the snapshot algorithm.

This is a series of coordinated actions among the routers by

the sending and receiving of markers. The properties of these

actions are (i) it guarantees that Bji ¼ 0 and (ii) the measured

value Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ is equivalent to Aji. After a router has fin-

ished recording its local and channel states for all its incom-

ing links, it sends these information to V. The algorithm

terminates after V has finished recording its local state and

channel states and has received the local states and the cha-

nnel states from all participating routers. The following

lemma proves the mentioned properties of the algorithm.

LEMMA 1. For any two adjacent routers Ri and Rj, which

are connected by the Linkji, the snapshot algorithm guaran-

tees that Bji ¼ 0 and correctly measures Aji as the channel

state of Linkji.

Proof. We first prove Bji ¼ 0, then prove that Aji is the

channel state Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ of Linkji. In Figures 4 and 5,

the black rectangle represents the time instant at which the

value of the outgoing traffic counter of a router is recorded.

The shaded rectangle represents the time instant at which a

marker arrives at Ri after the value of the outgoing traffic

counter of Ri is recorded. The dotted line is the transmission

of the sequence of packets Aji or Bji from Rj to Ri while the

solid line represents the transmission of the marker from Rj to

Ri. For both Figures 4 and 5, case 1 corresponds to the sce-

nario that Ri records its local state Ci(ti,k) because it receives

the marker from Rj along Linkji. For case 2, Ri has already

recorded its local state Ci(ti,k) before the arrival of the marker

from Rj along Linkji.

In Figure 4, we show that Bji ¼ 0 under all circumstances.

When the router Rj records its local state Cj(tj,k), it sends

markers to all its outgoing channels. Since Linkji is FIFO,

all packets in Bji cannot reach Ri before the marker arrives

at Ri. Therefore, Bji is equal to zero in both cases.

We now prove that Aji is equivalent to the channel state of

Linkji. Recall that Aji represents a sequence of packets that are

sent to V by Rj before tj,k but are received by Ri after ti,k.

When the router Rj records its local state Cj(tj,k), it sends

markers to all its outgoing channels. There are two cases to

consider:

(i) In case 1 of Figure 5, all packets of Aji must not be

able to reach Ri after ti,k as Linkji is FIFO. Therefore,

Aji ¼ 0.

(ii) In case 2 of Figure 5, all packets of Aji reach Ri before

ti,k due to the FIFO property of Linkji. Since Ri records

its local state Ci(ti,k) at time ti,k and starts counting

the number of packets arrived along Linkji, Ri stops

counting the number of packets arrived along Linkji
when it receives the marker from Rj at t

0. The packets

arrived between ½ti;k‚ ti;kj� is the channel state

Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ of Linkji. Based on the result in case 1,

the packets of Aji cannot reach Ri after the time ti,k.

Thus, by the definition of Aji, Aji is equal to channel

state Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ of Linkji. &

Finally, by Lemma 1, the equation for calculating the

accumulative local traffic Ni(ti,k) is as follows:

Niðti;kÞ ¼ Ciðti;kÞ �
X

Rj2UðRiÞ
ðCjðtj;kÞ � Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞÞ: ð4Þ

In conclusion, the aim of the traceback algorithm is to

measure the local traffic of every router within the time inter-

val ½t1‚ t2�. The victim site V initiates the snapshot algorithm

twice: once at time t1 and another at time t2. Based on the

local states and the channel states received from all routers,

the victim site calculates the consistent local traffic counters

by applying Equation (4). In turn, the victim calculates the

local traffic intensity of router Ri by Equation (2).

3.2. Illustrating the DDoS traceback algorithm

In this subsection, we illustrate the DDoS traceback algorithm

through an example by using the network topology shown in

Rj

Ri

Cj(tj,k)

Ci(ti,k)

time

time

Aji

Case 1:  Aji = 0 

Rj

Ri

Cj(tj,k)

Ci(ti,k)

time

time

Aji

Case 2:  Aji = Hji(ti,k, ti,k
j)

tj,k

ti,k

tj,k

ti,k ti,k
j

FIGURE 5. Aji is the channel state.
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FIGURE 4. Bij ¼ 0 under all circumstances.
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Figure 6. For simplicity, the LANs of the routers are not

shown and we assume that all the routers have their own

local domains. The attackers are located in the domains of

the routers R3 and R4 as indicated in the figure.

Figure 7 illustrates how the DDoS traceback algorithm

works. A black rectangle represents the time instant that a

router Ri records the value of its outgoing traffic counter,

and we denote this time instant as ti,k where k represents

the k-th instance of the snapshot algorithm, k 2 [1, 2]. In

addition, the corresponding value of the outgoing traffic

counter is shown beside the black rectangle. For the victim

site V, the black rectangle represents the time instant that

the victim site V records the number of incoming packets.

We denote this time instant as tk where k 2 ½1‚ 2�. For

the simplicity of illustration, we assume that the initial

values of the outgoing traffic counters of all routers and

the initial value of the accumulative incoming traffic of the

victim site V are zero. On the other hand, a shaded

rectangle represents the instant that a router or the victim

stops recording a channel state, and we denote this time

instant as ti;k
j (the superscript j means the marker coming

from Linkji). Similar to the presentation of the local state,

the value of the channel state is shown beside the shaded

rectangle. This figure also shows the time instant that the

domain of a router transmits packets to V. A sequence of

normal packets is represented by a white circle in the figure,

and each white circle represents 10 packets (shown as na, nb,

nc and nd in the figure). On the other hand, a sequence of

malicious packets from the attackers is represented by a

black circle, and each black circle represents 100 packets

(ma and mb in the figure).

Based on the values shown in Figure 7, one can apply

Equation (4) to calculate the accumulative local traffic of

the routers and the victim site, and the corresponding results

are shown in Table 3. In order to have a clearer illustration,

we show the calculation of the accumulative local traffic

N2(t2,1) of R2 as an example. Referring to Figure 6, the

immediate upstream routers of R2 are R1 and R3. Then, we

apply Equation (4) as follows:

N2ðt2;1Þ ¼ C2ðt2;1Þ � ðC1ðt1;1Þ � H12ðt2;1‚ t2;11ÞÞ
� ðC3ðt3;1Þ � H32ðt2;1‚ t2;13ÞÞ

¼ 0 � ð10 � 10Þ � ð0 � 0Þ ¼ 0:

Similarly, one can follow the above procedure to calculate the

accumulative local traffic of R1, R3 and R4 in both instances

of the snapshot algorithm.

After calculating all accumulative local traffic for

both instances of the snapshot algorithm, one can apply

Equation (2) to obtain the local traffic intensity of every

router. The result is shown in Table 4. The most significant

property of the DDoS traceback algorithm is that only

the packets that are sent within the two instances of the

snapshot algorithm will be recorded. We refer to Figure 7

again in order to illustrate the mentioned property. The

figure shows that there are totally 240 packets (packet

sequences na, nb, nc, nd, ma and mb) that have been sent

towards the victim site V. However, the sequences of packets
na and mb are sent before the routers participate in the trace-

back algorithm and, thus, these packets are not recorded.

Therefore, one can conclude that if an attacker at Ri has

sent a massive amount of packets within the two instances

ti,1, ti,2 of the snapshot algorithm, he/she will be discovered

by the traceback methodology.

To conclude this section, we presented the DDoS trace-

back algorithm which records the local traffic of the routers

correctly without the requirement of a global clock. Also,

a proof is given to show the correctness of the algorithm.

4. INTERPRETING THE TRACEBACK RESULT

In the previous section, we presented the DDoS traceback

algorithm which enables the victim site V to correctly com-

pute the local traffic of every participating router. Referring

back to the example in Figure 7, one can observe that the

local administrative domain of router R3 is the location of

the attacker by comparing the local traffic intensity of

Table 4. Since the attacker in R3 sent the sequence of mali-

cious packets ma to the victim site V, the calculated local

traffic L3(t3,1, t3,2) of R3 is significantly larger than those of

other routers. Nevertheless, from Figure 7, one can notice

that another attacker in R4 had also sent the sequence of

malicious packets mb to V before t4,1, but these malicious

packets are not revealed in Table 4 so that one cannot deter-

mine whether R4 is another location of the attacker. The rea-

son is that the sequence of packets mb is not sent to V within

[t4,1, t4,2]. Therefore, the malicious packets mb, which are sent

by R4 before t4,1 and are received by V within [t1, t2], are not

recorded as the local traffic of R4. This leads to a problem

relating to local traffic of the router Ri and incoming traffic

of the victim site V.

R1

R v2

R4

R3

attackers

FIGURE 6. A network topology with two attackers who reside in

the local domains of R3 and R4.
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According to Table 4, the sum of all local traffics is

10 + 10 + 100 + 10 ¼ 130. But the incoming traffic received

by V within [t1, t2] is

IVðt1‚ t2Þ ¼ TVðt2Þ � TVðt1Þ ¼ 230 � 0 ¼ 230:

The total number of packets generated by all routers within

the two instances of the snapshot algorithm is not equal to

the number of packets received by V within [t1, t2]. We call

this as the traffic inequality. The traffic inequality suggests

that the local traffics of the routers may not arrive at V within

[t1, t2], and thus one should not only rely on the local traffic

of each router to determine the location of the attackers. In

the following subsections, we will investigate this problem

and we will illustrate a methodology to locate all potential

attackers.

4.1. Investigation of the traffic inequality

In this subsection, we present a detailed analysis of the traffic

inequality. To start our analysis, we first distinguish packets

that are sent from the domain of a router Ri to its down-

stream routers into three categories based on the time that

Ri records its local state. These packets are (i) the pre-

monitoring, (ii) the monitoring and (iii) the post-monitoring

packets, and they are formally defined in Definition 4.1.

DEFINITION 4.1. We define pre-monitoring, monitoring

and post-monitoring packets with respect to the time that

the router Ri records its local state:

(i) A packet sent from the local administrative domain

of Ri is called a pre-monitoring packet if and only if

the packet is sent before Ri records its local state

in the first instance of the snapshot algorithm (ti,1).

(ii) A packet sent from the local administrative domain

of Ri is called a monitoring packet if and only if

the packet is sent after Ri records its local state in

the first instance of the snapshot algorithm (ti,1), and

before Ri records its local state in the second instance

of the snapshot algorithm (ti,2).

(iii) A packet sent from the local administrative domain

of Ri is called a post-monitoring packet if and only

if the packet is sent after Ri records its local state in

the second instance of the snapshot algorithm (ti,2).

Figure 8, which shows a timing diagram of a router Ri,

illustrates the three categories of traffics. All packets which

are sent before the first instance of the snapshot algorithm are

pre-monitoring packets. The packets, which are sent between

two snapshots, are the monitoring packets, and these packets

are actually the local traffic of Ri. The packets, which are sent

R1
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R4

ν 0 0

0

10

100

0

010

230

20

110

200

230 0 0

10100
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time instant of recording
the local state

time instant to stop
recording the channel state

time instant that malicious
packets (100 packets) are sent

time instant that normal
packets (10 packets) are sent

na nb

nc

ma

t1
t2

t1,1

t2,1

t3,1
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t4,1

time

time

time

time

time

FIGURE 7. A timing diagram that shows the progress of the DDoS traceback algorithm.

TABLE 4. The local traffic intensity only counts the packets in-

between the two instances of the snapshot algorithm.

Local traffic from ti,1 to ti,2

R1 R2 R3 R4

Li(ti,1, ti,2) 10 10 100 10

TABLE 3. Computation of accumulative local traffic at time ti,1
and ti,2.

Accumulative local traffic at time t

Time N1(t) N2(t) N3(t) N4(t) Tv(t)

t ¼ ti,1 10 0 0 100 0

t ¼ ti,2 20 10 100 110 230
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after the second instance of the snapshot algorithm, are the

post-monitoring packets.

Based on the above classification, one can have a better

understanding about the snapshot algorithm. Let Rj be the

downstream router of Ri. The channel state recorded by Rj

in the first snapshot is the pre-monitoring packets from

Ri entering the monitoring region of Rj, e.g. na and mb in

Figure 7.2 Similarly, the channel state recorded by Rj in the

second snapshot is the monitoring packets from Ri entering

the post-monitoring region of Rj, e.g. nd in Figure 7.

We analyze the effect of the channel states recorded by the

routers from the point of view of the victim site. We denote

the aggregated channel states as the sum of all channel states

recorded in an instance of the snapshot algorithm. Let d(k) be

the numbers of packets in the aggregated channel states of

the k-th instances of the snapshot algorithm respectively, i.e.

dðkÞ ¼
X

Ri‚ Rj2G
Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ‚ where k 2 ½1‚ 2�: ð5Þ

During the first instance of the snapshot algorithm, d(1) rep-

resents all pre-monitoring packets that are received in the

monitoring region of the victim site. Similarly, during the

second instance of the snapshot algorithm, d(2) represents

all monitoring packets which are received in the post-

monitoring region of the victim site. Referring to the example

in Figure 7, d(1) ¼ na + mb ¼ 110 and d(2) ¼ nd ¼ 10.

As a matter of fact, the monitoring packets sent from router

Ri are the local traffic of Ri. If these packets are received only

in the monitoring region, i.e. within [t1,t2], of the victim site

V, the traffic inequality problem will not exist. However, the

pre-monitoring packets of the aggregated channel states in the

first instance of the snapshot algorithm arrive at V within

[t1,t2], therefore, the victim site actually receives both the

monitoring and the pre-monitoring packets from all routers

within [t1,t2]. Also, the monitoring packets of the aggregated

channel states in the second instance of the snapshot

algorithm arrive at V after t2. Hence, the victim site does

not receive all monitoring packets from the routers.

Let the local traffic of Ri be Li(ti,1, ti,2), where i 2 [1, . . . , n],
and let IVðt1‚ t2Þ be the incoming traffic of the victim site V
within [t1,t2]. According to the above observation, we have

the following equation relating IVðt1‚ t2Þ,Li(ti,1, ti,2) of Ri, d
(1),

and dð2Þ:

IVðt1‚ t2Þ ¼
X
Ri2G

Liðti;1‚ ti;2Þ þ dð1Þ � dð2Þ: ð6Þ

The interpretation of Equation (6) is as follows. IVðt1‚ t2Þ is
composed of the monitoring packets from all the routers and

the pre-monitoring packets of the aggregated channel states

dð1Þ. Thus, IVðt1‚ t2Þ is the sum of
P

Ri2G Liðti;1‚ ti;2Þ and d(1).

However, the monitoring packets in the aggregated channel

states d(2) are received by the victim site V after t2. Therefore,

d(2) is subtracted from the above sum. Referring to the

example in Figure 7, we have the following result by using

Equation (6):X
Ri2G

Liðti;1‚ ti;2Þ þ dð1Þ � dð2Þ ¼ 130þ 110 � 10 ¼ 230‚

The above value is exactly equal to the value of incoming

traffic IVðt1‚ t2Þ of V. To summarize, the traffic inequality is

compensated by Equation (6).

4.2. Calculating bounds for the number of packets

arrived at the victim site

Recalling from the previous subsection, we have two impor-

tant observations:

(i) The packets arrived at the victim site within [t1, t2] not

only include the monitoring packets from the routers,

but also include the pre-monitoring packets of the

aggregated channel state d(1) and

(ii) The monitoring packets of the aggregated channel

state d(2) arrive at the victim site after t2.

These observations imply that one cannot directly use the

local traffics Li(ti,1, ti,2) of the participating routers to find the

locations of the attackers. To overcome this problem, one has

to identify the originating domains of the pre-monitoring

packets as well as the monitoring packets in the channel

states.

Consider the illustration in Figure 9. which contains the

same topology as in Figure 6 as well as a timing diagram

that shows the time-lines of R2, R3 and R4. The channel

state of Link3 2 is measured by the router R2, and it contains

the sequence of packets my. However, the packet sequence mx

may also be included in the channel state of Link3 2 since mx

may arrive at router R3 before R3 records its local state. Thus,

the packets in the channel state of Link3 2 may be sent from

2Note these pre-monitoring packets may also enter the post-monitoring

region of Rj but these packets will not affect our analysis. It is because it

will be canceled out in the calculation of the local traffic.

pre-monitoring
packets

post-monitoring
packets

monitoring
packets

Ri time

ti,1 ti,2

time instant that a router records its local state

monitoring regionpre-monitoring
region

post-monitoring
region

FIGURE 8. Classification of pre-monitoring, monitoring and post-

monitoring packets.
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R2’s upstream routers R3 and R4. In summary, let Rj 2 UðRiÞ,
and let Ri and Rj be connected by Linkji. A non-empty

channel state, Hjiðti;k‚ ti;kjÞ, of Linkji, is composed of the

pre-monitoring (monitoring) packets from the upstream

routers of Ri in the first (second) instance of the snapshot

algorithm, and these packets are from Linkji.

Based on the above observation, one cannot determine

the originating domains of the packets in the channel states.

This implies that one cannot calculate an exact number of

packets that have arrived at the victim site within [t1, t2]

from each participating router. However, we provide a

methodology to determine the upper and the lower bounds

of these packets. Let Rr be an upstream router of Rq. Let

Hpqðtq;k‚ tq;kpÞjRr
represent the exact number of packets,

which are sent from the domain of Rr, and contribute to the

channel state Hpqðtq;k‚ tq;kpÞ of Linkpq. Hence, the channel

state of Linkpq is the sum of Hpqðtq;k‚ tq;kpÞjRr
for all upstream

routers Rr of Rq, and the corresponding equation is as follows:

Hpqðtq;k‚ tq;kpÞ ¼
X

Rr2UðRqÞ
Hpqðtq;k‚ tq;kpÞjRr

: ð7Þ

Also, recall from Section 1 that DðRiÞ represents a set of down-
stream routers of Ri. The number of monitoring packets that

are generated by the domain of Ri and arrive at V after t2 isX
Rp‚Rq2DðRiÞ

Hpqðtq;2‚ tq;2pÞjRi
: ð8Þ

Equation (8) represents the number of monitoring packets

which are sent from the domain of Ri and are recorded as

the channel states of the downstream router of Ri in the second

instance of the snapshot algorithm. Li(ti,1, ti,2) represents the

number of monitoring packets sent by Ri within the snapshot

interval. Since the packets in Equation (8) are the monitoring

packets that are not received at V within [t1, t2], the number

of monitoring packets which are sent from Ri and are received

by V in [t1, t2] is

Liðti;1‚ ti;2Þ �
X

Rp‚ Rq2DðRiÞ
Hpqðtq;2‚ tq;2pÞjRi

: ð9Þ

Let L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ be the number of packets which are sent from

Ri and are received by the victim site V within [t1, t2] (the real

local traffic). These packets are composed of two components:

(i) the monitoring packets sent from Ri and arrived at V in

[ti,1, ti,2], which is given by Equation (9), and (ii) the pre-

monitoring packets sent from Ri and arrived at V within

[t1, t2], and these packets are given as follows:

X
Rp‚Rq2DðRiÞ

Hpqðtq;1‚ tq;1pÞjRi
: ð10Þ

Thus, by Equations (9) and (10), the real local traffic

L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ of Ri is represented as follows:

L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ ¼ Liðti;1‚ ti;2Þ �
X

Rp‚Rq2DðRiÞ
Hpqðtq;2‚ tq;2pÞjRi

þ
X

Rp‚Rq2DðRiÞ
Hpqðtq;1‚ tq;1pÞjRi

: ð11Þ

Note that it is possible that the pre-monitoring packets may

arrive at V after t2 probably because the interval [t1, t2] is

not long enough. However, those packets will not affect

the correctness of the calculation of the real local traffic

L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ because these packets will be recorded in both

Equations (8) and (10). As shown in Equation (11), these pack-

ets will be canceled out.

Let UpperðL*i Þ and LowerðL*i Þ be the upper and lower

bounds of the real local traffic L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ respectively. To

find the bounds of L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ in Equation (11), one can

observe that

Hpqðtq;k‚ tq;kpÞ � Hpqðtq;k‚ tq;kpÞjRi
:

Therefore, UpperðL*i Þ and LowerðL*i Þ are

L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ � Liðti;1‚ ti;2Þ þ
X

Rp‚Rq2DðRiÞ
Hpqðtq;1‚ tq;1pÞ‚ ð12Þ

L*i ðti;1‚ ti;2Þ � Liðti;1‚ ti;2Þ �
X

Rp‚Rq2DðRiÞ
Hpqðtq;2‚ tq;2pÞ: ð13Þ

FIGURE 9. The channel state of Link32 contains pre-monitoring (monitoring) packets from both R3 and R4 in the first (second) instance of

the snapshot algorithm.
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Referring to the example in Figure 7, UpperðL*4Þ and

LowerðL*4Þ are

UpperðL*4Þ ¼ Liðt4;1‚ t4;2Þ þ H43ðt3;1‚ t3;14Þ ¼ 110

LowerðL*4Þ ¼ Liðt4;1‚ t4;2Þ � H43ðt3;2‚ t3;24Þ ¼ 0:

Since the attacker in R4 sends the sequence of malicious

packets mb to V, UpperðL*4Þ is significantly higher than the

others. This suggests that the domain of R4 is also a possible

location of the attackers. In the next section, we present

the simulation results that show the effectiveness of our

distributed methodology.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In the previous sections, we presented the DDoS traceback

algorithm to determine the intensity of local traffic for each

participating router. In this section, we carry out two different

sets of simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness of

our proposed methodology. In the first set of simulations

(Simulation A), we use a simple network topology as

depicted in Figure 10a to illustrate the correctness and robust-

ness of our algorithm under various factors (e.g. different

processes of generating traffic, different attackers’ location

distributions, . . . , etc). For the second set of simulations

(Simulation B), we extend the performance study to a large

scale realistic Internet topology.

Simulation A (correctness and robustness of DDoS traceback

algorithm). This set of simulations evaluates the correctness

of the proposed DDoS traceback algorithm. For this set

of simulations, we use a network topology in Figure 10a

which contains six routers. The packets are generated

by two methods: (i) constant rate (e.g. an average rate of

100 pkts/s implies that every 0.01 s, a router will generate a

new packet to the victim site V), (ii) exponential on/off

process (i.e. packets are sent at a fixed rate during the ‘on’

periods, and no packet will be sent during the ‘off’ periods).

Both the on and off periods is taken from an exponential

distribution. The average duration for the on period and the

off period is set to 100 ms in this set of simulations. The

bandwidth and the delay of each link are set to 100 Mbps

and 50 ms respectively.

Simulation A.1 (Bounds for the local traffic). In this simula-

tion, there is one attacker who is located at the domain of R3.

The attack traffic rate of R3 is set as a constant rate of

500 pkts/s while the normal traffic rates for all other routers

are set to a constant rate of 100 pkts/s. The victim site V
initiates the DDoS traceback algorithm to determine the

location of the attackers. Figure 10b illustrates the legend

for various graphs in our simulations. Figure 11 shows the

upper bound of real local traffic UpperðL*i Þ, the lower

bound of real local traffic LowerðL*i Þ, as well as the real

local traffic L*i for all six routers in four different measure-

ment intervals. The snapshot time interval of four cases

are 1, 2, 3 and 4 s respectively. The lower bound and upper

bound of real local traffic are computed based on Equations

(12) and (13). The real local traffic L*i is the number of

packets sent from router Ri and received by the victim site

V within the snapshot time interval. Note that the real local

traffic L*i is only provided in the simulation environment.

In Figure 11, one can observe that

(i) The real local traffic L*i is between UpperðL*i Þ and

LowerðL*i Þ, which means that our DDoS traceback

algorithm can successfully bound the exact number

of packets sent from router Ri and received by the

victim site V in the snapshot time interval.

(ii) The difference between the bounds of the real local

traffic will reduce if we increase the duration of the

measurement interval.

(iii) The lower bound of real local traffic of the attack

domain R3 is significantly higher than the upper bound

of real local traffic of other routers. This implies we

can locate the source of the attack traffic.

(iv) Lastly, we observe that the measurement interval

can be very short (e.g. 4 s) and one can quickly

determine the domain of R3 is the location of the

attacker.

R3

R4

R5

R6

R2

ν

R1 Upper Bound of Real Local Traffic

Real Local Traffic

Lower Bound of Real Local Traffic

(a) (b)

FIGURE 10. (a) Network topology and (b) legend for simulations A and B.
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Simulation A..2 (Exponential on/off process for packet

generation). In this simulation, we consider the packet

generation process which is based on an on/off exponential

process. We use the same network topology in Figure 10a

and repeat the similar simulation as in Simulation A.1. The

average duration of the on period and the off period is set

to 100 ms in this simulation. Figure 12 illustrates the simu-

lation results. We observe that even if the packet generation

process is governed by an on/off process, the algorithm is

robust enough to accurately determine the local traffic inten-

sities of all participating routers. Similar to Simulation A.1,

the same conclusion can be made for this simulation.

Simulation A.3 (Multiple attackers). In this simulation,

there are two attack domains and they are located in R3 and

R5. We repeat the similar simulation as in Simulation A.2.

The average on period and off period is set to 100 ms. The

local traffic from the attack domains is set as 1000 pkts/s

while the local traffic of the normal domain is 100 pkts/s.

In Figure 13, we observe that the lower bound of real

local traffic of the domains of R3 and R5 is significantly higher

than the upper bound of real local traffic of other domains

for all cases. Therefore, our DDoS traceback algorithm

can effectively and quickly determine various attackers’

locations.

Simulation A.4 (Varying attackers’ location). In this

simulation, we consider different locations for the two

attackers and analyze their effect. We repeat the same simu-

lation as in Simulation A.4 but the two attackers are in routers

R2 and R4. In Figure 14, one can observe that the lower

bound of real local traffics of the domains of R2 and R4 is

significantly higher than the upper bound of real local traffics

of other domains for all cases. We conclude that our

methodology is robust and it is not sensitive to the location

distributions of different attackers.

Simulation A.5. (Different attack traffic rates). In this simu-

lation, we investigate the effect of different attack traffic rates

on the traceback result. Again, as similar to Simulation A.1,

the normal traffic is sending at a rate of 100 pkt/s, and the

attacker is in the domain of R3 sending out packets with

a constant bit rate. But, now, we carry out the simulation

with different attack traffic rates ranging from 50 pkt/s to

1000 pkt/s at a step of 25 pkts/s. Our aim is to investigate

(i) in what percentage the attack traffic contributes to the

aggregated traffic received by the victim and (ii) in what

range of the attack traffic the traceback methodology is

effective in locating the attackers.

In Figure 15, there are five different plots of the measured

attack traffic percentage against the attack traffic rate at five
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FIGURE 11. Simulation A.1. Bounds for the real local traffic under constant traffic rate.
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different snapshot intervals: 1, 2, 5, 10 and 100 s. The attack

traffic percentage is calculated by dividing the local traffic of

R3 by the total number of received packets. Firstly, according

to the figure, the percentage of the measured attack traffic

decreases as the snapshot interval increases. Nevertheless,

the decreasing percentage will eventually converge to a cer-

tain value as shown in the plot of 100 s snapshot interval.

We now describe the way in which the victim locates the

attackers. We denote a term filtering threshold which means

if the percentage that a domain’s traffic contributes to the

aggregated traffic is over that threshold, that domain will be

considered as an attacking domain. Eventually, the corre-

sponding network administrator will be notified and starts

filtering the large flow. If one sets the threshold to 50%,

then, referring to the figure, one can only find attackers

with traffic rate greater than or equal to 500 pkts/s, labeled

by the coordinates (500, 50.10). For another example, if the

threshold is set to be 30%, then the victim can find attackers

with the traffic rate greater than 225 pkts/s.

According to this simulation, we can find two main factors

affecting the effectiveness in locating the attack traffics.

(i) The attack traffic to the normal traffic ratio. According

to the simulation results, the methodology may fail to

detect the attacker if the attack traffic rate is not large

enough.

(ii) The total number of domains. If the total number of

domains that the traceback methodology is monitoring

is large, then even every innocent domain sends a

small amount of traffic, this makes the attack flow

not significantly dominating and lowers the percentage

of the attack flow. Under this situation, this may

require the administrator to lower the filtering thres-

hold. For the case that the total number of domains

is small, a similar analysis can be applied and it is

suggested that the threshold should be a large value

in order that the innocent domains will not be mis-

classified as attacking domains.

In conclusion, the set of results in Simulation A shows the

following findings.

(i) As the snapshot interval becomes longer, the upper

bound and the lower bound of the local traffic become

closer to the measured local traffic.

(ii) The methodology can quickly locate the attackers with

dominating large flows, however the efficiency is sub-

ject to the magnitude of the attack flow and the total

number of domains in the network.
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Simulation B (simulations on a large-scale realistic Internet

topology). To validate the correctness of the theoretical

bounds of the local traffic, we extend the performance

study to a large-scale and realistic Internet topology. We

use the Internet topology from [7]. The testing dataset in

our simulations contains 1000 distinct routers. The source

of traceroute is considered as the victim site V and the

traceroute dataset is considered as the map of the upstream

routers. We use this dataset and construct a network

simulation test-bed based on NS-2. There are five classes of

attack traffic rates. The attack traffic rates of Classes 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 are 150, 175, 200, 225 and 250 pkts/s respectively.

There are 10 attackers in each class and the attackers are

evenly distributed in the different domains of the network.

The local traffic rate of normal domain is 10 pkts/s. Packets

are generated according to the exponential on/off process.

Both the average on/off periods are set to 100 ms in this

simulation. The bandwidth and the delay of each link are

set to 100 Mbps and 20 ms respectively.

The victim site V initiates the DDoS traceback algorithm

to determine the location of the attackers. Figure 16 shows

that the upper bound of real local traffic UpperðL*i Þ the lower
bound of real local traffic LowerðL*i Þ, and the real local traffic

L*i for the five classes of attacker as well as for the normal

routers. In this simulation, we have four different measure-

ment intervals, they have the duration of 5, 10, 15 and 20 s

respectively. The attack domain which has the largest upper

bound of real local traffic within its class is selected and

its traffic rates are plotted in the figure. From Figure 16,

one can observe that L*i is in-between UpperðL*i Þ and

LowerðL*i Þ for all classes, which means that our algorithm

can successfully bound the real local traffics of all participat-

ing routers. When the snapshot time interval increases

from 5 to 20 s, we observe that the spread of the bounds

of the local traffic tends to decrease. Therefore, the estimation

of the real local traffic L*i becomes more accurate for a

longer snapshot time interval. On the other hand, we can

see that the lower bound of real local traffic from each of

the five attack domains is significantly higher than the

upper bound of real local traffic of normal domain. It implies

that we can quickly (e.g. with 20 s) and accurately (based

on the differences of the bounds) determine the locations of

the attackers.

6. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In previous sections, we have shown that our DDoS trace-

back algorithm is effective in locating potential attackers
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FIGURE 13. Simulation A.3. Effect of multiple attackers on the real local traffic bounds.
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and filtering attack packets. The distributed traceback

algorithm relies on the assumption that the victim site V
has a map of its upstream routers. In this section, we illustrate

this assumption is reasonable and practical. Also, we

show that our proposed distributed traceback algorithm

leverages on the existing traceback technologies and can

complement existing infrastructure such as the ICMP trace-

back technique [8]. However, we cannot show that the

overhead of the proposed method is small on high-end

routers. We can only show that the overhead of the trace-

back service is not significant under a set of experimental

Linux routers.

6.1. Topology construction

There are ways to obtain a map of upstream routers for a

given victim site. Many network management tools exist

for mapping, for example a tool based on traceroute from

Lucent Bell Labs [7] and a tool based on ICMP echo

requests from CAIDA [9]. In these techniques, the victim

site V sends packet to probe hosts which are k � 1 hops

away. This packet contains a TTL field which is decre-

mented by one for each traverse link. When the TTL

reaches zero, the router sends a reply back to V. This form

of probing provides the router adjacency information which

can help V to build a map of upstream routers.

Another efficient method to obtain an upstream map is to

store the router adjacency or edge information into the pack-

ets. Approaches like probabilistic packet marking [10, 11]

encode the router adjacency information into the packet

header. Other approaches like itrace [8, 12, 13] generate

separate ICMP packet with router adjacency information to

a victim site V. When V receives these packets, it extracts the

router adjacency information to build a map of upstream

routers.

Note that when one invokes our proposed distributed

traceback methodology, the traceback region occurs only

within the map of upstream routers. In other words,

only routers within the map need to participate in the

distributed traceback. Since it is possible that some leaf

routers are at the edge of the map and, at the same time,

are connected to some other routers outside the map. In

this case, all transit and local traffics of this type of leaf

routers will be considered as the local traffics of these leaf

routers. One can progressively apply the distributed trace-

back algorithm to this type of leaf routers to determine the

source of the attack. For example, if the local traffic of a

leaf router is very high, then one can consider this leaf
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FIGURE 14. Simulation A.4. Effect of new attackers’ locations.
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router as a victim site and initiate the distributed traceback

algorithm again.

However, it is heavy for an ordinary host to store the

map as it is huge in size. Nevertheless, techniques like the

Sink Hole [14] can help forwarding traffic to a data process-

ing center hosted by the ISP. The data collection process and

the network map storage can then be done in that dedicated

host. The only weakness about this approach is that if there

FIGURE 16. Simulation B. Simulation for large scale Internet Topology.

FIGURE 15. Simulation A.5. On different attack traffic rates.
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are many hosts requesting the traceback service, the loading

of the data processing center will become huge.

6.2. System overhead

The proposed traceback methodology is working on the vic-

tim site and the participating routers. Under most of the

execution time, the routers have to keep track on traceback

data whenever a packet passes through it. The processing of

the outgoing counters, the markers and the channel states

must incur an inevitable overhead on the router. However,

we cannot provide any solid data about this issue. The prob-

lem is that nowadays high-end routers, which are deployed

worldwide, do not provide any programmable feature for us

to modify the router and measure the overhead of our pro-

posed traceback methodology. Nevertheless, on the low-end

side, the Linux-based router provides us a possible choice of

the programmable routers.

We have implemented a programmable router prototype

together with our proposed DDoS traceback algorithm

named the OPERA [15] by introducing new modules to the

netfilter [16] in the Linux system. Although the system

overhead on high-end routers remains a subject of the

future research, we provide the system overhead analysis on

low-end routers to show, firstly, the proposed methodology is

implementable and is deployable, and, secondly, the proposed

methodology does not involve complex computation and

hence has a small overhead problem on the low-end routers.

We have implemented an experimental environment

called the OPERA. Each router has to install and load the

modules provided in OPERA. Nevertheless, it is difficult to

carry out experiments to measure the overhead, however, the

work done by Harris and Melara [17] can support our claim

that the system overhead for a Linux router is not expensive.

The work done by Harris and Melara [17] has carried out

experiments to test the firewall in Linux machines, i.e. the

iptables. We focus on the latency test which shows that the

performance degrades as the number of filter rules increases.

The experiments carried out in [17] show that when filtering

IP addresses, TCP/UDP ports and MAC addresses, the

latency for filtering a packet per rule increases linearly and

the latencies are approximately 0.12, 0.66 and 0.68 ms/rule
respectively.

In the OPERA project, we utilize the iptables, but, we also

introduce new functionality by inserting routines into the

hook points of the netfilter. When we implement the snapshot

algorithm, the inserted routine only handles two events:

(i) updates a variable whenever a packet comes in and (ii)

responses instantly on incoming markers. The first event

can be handled efficiently as it is just a variable update,

and the second event requires a routine in matching the

source of an incoming marker as well as the injection of a

new marker. Nevertheless, these two events are analogous

to a filtering routine. Thus, the introduced system overhead

will be as light as using the iptables, which is widely used

in Linux system nowadays, with only two filtering rules

introduced.

On the other hand, for each victim site, OPERA only needs

to allocate one set of memory for each outgoing interface

and another set of memory for each channel state. Hence,

this involves only limited amount of memory usage,3 and

is scalable for several hundreds of registered victim sites.4

We argue that this traceback service is a privileged

service. There will not be many sites paying for this service

except those with high popularities. It is peculiar for a

router to handle several thousands of victim sites simultane-

ously. If this does happen, this is a sign of another level

of DDoS attack and the attack target is the traceback

mechanism itself. This requires a distributed authentication

protocol among the routers and the victim sites. This will be

mentioned in the future work of Section 9.

Further, if there are compromised hosts sending requests

of tracing DDoS attacks which are not really happening,

our system will be overwhelmed by the malicious hosts.

If a host is compromised, the most important point to note

is the ability for a router, a victim or a third party (e.g.

Certificate Authority) to discover its malicious identity. In

most cases, there is no way for any entity to distinguish

whether a request is coming from a compromised host or

not. If a host is compromised, the compromiser most

likely has the private information of that host such as the

encryption keys and the authentication secrets, and she is

free to invoke the traceback service even though an authen-

tication protocol is implemented between the routers and the

clients. Hence, the method to discover the malicious identity

of a compromised host is beyond the scope of our traceback

system.

6.3. Implementation issue based on ICMP traceback

Our proposed distributed traceback methodology can com-

plement and leverage on the current ICMP traceback [8].

The main idea of ICMP traceback is that, for each router, it

samples the forwarding packets with low probability (e.g.

1/20000), and to generate an authenticated ICMP traceback

message on to the sampled packets and forwards to the victim

site. The ICMP traceback message has information about

the routers on which link interfaces packets arrive and

depart, as well as the information about its previous and

next routers. During a DoS attack, a victim can use these

ICMP traceback messages to reconstruct an attack path.

3For example, a router with three incoming interfaces and one outgoing

interface only needs four variables, and each variable needs 4 bytes (an

unsigned long integer) for one set of snapshot data. A total memory usage

is only 16 bytes.
4There are several hundred Kbytes of memory available in the kernel of

Linux.
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We view that our proposed distributed traceback

methodology and the ICMP traceback infrastructure are

complimentary. The ICMP traceback approach encodes a

map of upstream routers in the ICMP traceback messages.

Therefore, a victim site can use the information in ICMP

traceback messages to build a map of upstream routers.

A router running the ICMP traceback service has the

capability to associate a packet with the input port or

MAC address on which a packet arrived. This capability

can help the routers to count the incoming and outgoing

traffic in our distributed traceback algorithm. One can also

use the existing ICMP traceback infrastructure so that

routers can send back local state and channel states back

the victim site. Another important point is that the ICMP

traceback provides an authentication service. This can

also be applied to authenticate the victim site, the senders

of the marker, local state and channel state information.

The main disadvantage of the existing ICMP traceback is,

due to the low probability of generating ICMP messages, it

requires many attack packets to pass through a router so as

to identify the locations of the attackers. On the contrary,

our distributed traceback algorithm can trace the location of

the attackers in a short period time. Hence, one can achieve

a more effective traceback performance by using our pro-

posed distributed traceback algorithm in conjunction with

the ICMP traceback service.

6.4. An alternative to aggregate congestion

control and push-back

Our proposed methodology can be treated as an alternative

to the aggregate congestion control [18] (ACC in short,

and a brief survey in included in Section 8). The ACC,

same as our proposed approach, also requires modifications

of the routers and introduces inevitable overheads. The

reasons why our approach can be an alternative to the ACC

mechanism are as follows:

� The modifications of the routers for ACC approach

are much more complex than the modification brought

about by our approach, and this implies a heavier

overhead for the routers.

� The classification of the aggregates is a not a light

burden for the router. For example, the router may

have to match the ‘characteristics’ of every incoming

packet against every definition of the known aggregates.

As suggested in [18], the classification of aggregates

depends on the rules known to the routers. If the

number of rules is large, which is quite certain to be

true in order to have an effective aggregation

detection, the burden will be large. As the overhead of

our approach grows with the number of victims while

the ACC approach has an inevitable large overhead, our

approach can be a better choice.

6.5. Partial deployment

Our traceback scheme is proofed to provide a meaningful

traceback result according to the previous analysis and

simulations. However, we have assumed that all the routers

involved in the traceback are equipped with the traceback

ability. In this subsection, we discuss the possibility for

our scheme to provide a meaningful traceback result under

a partial deployment environment, which means that not

all routers involved know the traceback protocol. Firstly,

we have the following notations. We name a router with

the traceback scheme deployed a deployed router while a

router without the traceback scheme deployed an undeployed

router.

Our idea in providing the partial deployment is to treat

the local traffic generated from an undeployed router as the

local traffic of its nearest downstream deployed router.

Thus, if an attacker is located in the domain of an undeployed

router, then its downstream deployed router will report a

high level of local traffic. This suggests that an attacker is

hiding in either the deployed router or its upstream deployed

router.

However, the tradeoff in providing the partial deployment

is the introduction of a set of strict conditions. The conditions

are as follows.

(i) The last mile router of the victim must be a deployed

router. If the last mile router of the victim is an unde-

ployed router, then the local traffic of the last mile

router will become the local traffic of the victim,

which is not a reasonable result because the victim

should not generate any local traffic.

(ii) An undeployed router will not process nor drop the

marker packet. The undeployed router is transparent

to the traceback protocol, and thus the marker should

only be forwarded by the undeployed router.

(iii) Each deployed router knows whether a router in the

Internet map is a deployed router or an undeployed

router. From the viewpoint of a deployed router, in

order to send markers to its nearest upstream deployed

routers, the deployed router needs to know the loca-

tion of the nearest upstream deployed routers. In a

partial deployment environment, the nearest upstream

deployed routers may not be the immediate neighbor-

ing upstream router. Therefore, for simplicity, each

deployed router is required to know the locations of

all the deployed and the undeployed routers.

To illustrate how the partial deployment works, we revisit

the example in Figures 6 and 7 in Section 3.2. Figure 17a is

a replicated network of Figure 6 except that the router R3 is

now an undeployed attacker.

When the traceback starts, the victim sends a marker to

the router R2. When R2 receives that marker, it decides the

set of routers to which the marker should be sent. According
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to the third condition (the deployed router knows where the

nearest upstream deployed routers are), the router R2 will

find that the nearest upstream deployed routers are R1 and

R4. Then, R2 sends two markers destined for R1 and R4

accordingly. As the undeployed router R3 only forwards

the marker packet, eventually, all deployed routers will be

invoked. Meanwhile, the router R2 is instructed to record

the channel states until the markers from routers R1 and

R4 arrive. From the viewpoint of router R2, when it records

the channel state, it no longer records the channel state of

the physical link Link32. Instead, a virtual link Link42 is

established as shown in Figure 17b, and the router R2 will

monitor this virtual link.

Figure 18 shows the timing diagram of the traceback

result under the partial deployment environment, and it

shows the same scenario as in Figure 7 in Section 3.2

except that the router R3 is an undeployed router, thus

there is no reading recorded by R3. Also, the timing diagram

depicts that the router R1 is recording the channel state of

the virtual link Link42. We now calculate the accumulative

local traffic of R2 by using Equation (4).

N2ðt2;1Þ ¼ C2ðt2;1Þ � ðC1ðt1;1Þ � H12ðt2;1‚ t2;11ÞÞ
� ðC4ðt4;1Þ � H42ðt4;1‚ t4;14ÞÞ

¼ 0 � ð10 � 10Þ � ð100 � 100Þ ¼ 0:

N2ðt2;2Þ ¼ C2ðt2;2Þ � ðC1ðt1;2Þ � H12ðt2;2‚ t2;21ÞÞ
� ðC4ðt4;2Þ � H42ðt4;2‚ t4;24ÞÞ

¼ 230 � ð20 � 0Þ � ð110 � 10Þ ¼ 110:

The local traffic of R2 is 110, which is the sum of the local

traffic of R2 and R3 in the full deployment environment

(see Table 4). Hence, the local traffic of the undeployed

router R3 is forwarded to the downstream deployed

router R2.

However, there is one problem about the introduction of

the virtual link. To illustrate, let us consider the scenario in

Figure 19. According to the snapshot algorithm, the router

R1 will record the channel states of the virtual links Link31
and Link41. But, the channel states that R1 is recording is the

physical link Link21. As R2 routes packets from R3 and R4,

the physical channel Link21 is a mixture of channel states of

Link31 and Link41. As a result, R1 is not able to distinguish

the two virtual links. This problem is illustrated by the

zoom-in part of Figure 20. After the marker from R3 arrives,

the physical channel Link21 now only belongs to the virtual

link Link41.

To remedy the problem, the following approximation is

applied: to distribute the mixed channel states into two

shares proportional to the measured local states of R3 and

R4. Mathematically, we have the following. Denote the

mixed channel state measured by R1 on the physical link

Link21 as H21ðt1;1‚ t1;13Þ, and denote the channel state

measured by R1 on the physical link after R1 receives a

marker from R3 as H21ðt1;13‚ t1;14Þ. Also, denote the local
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traffic measured at R3 and R4 as L3(t3,1,t3,2) and L4(t4,1,t4,2)

respectively. Then, the channel states H31ðt1;1‚ t1;13Þ and

H41ðt1;1‚ t1;14Þ are given as follows:

H31ðt1;1‚ t1;13Þ ¼ H21ðt1;1‚ t1;13Þ ·
L3ðt3;1‚ t3;2Þ

L3ðt3;1‚ t3;2Þ þ L4ðt4;1‚ t4;2Þ
;

ð14Þ

H41ðt1;1‚ t1;14Þ ¼ H21ðt1;1‚ t1;13Þ ·
L3ðt3;1‚ t3;2Þ

L3ðt3;1‚ t3;2Þ þ L4ðt4;1‚ t4;2Þ
þ H21ðt1;13‚ t1;14Þ: ð15Þ

The rationale of this solution is based on the assumption

that if the ratio of the local traffic of R3 to the local traffic of

R4 is at a certain value (say x) within the snapshot interval,

then, during the time before and after the snapshot interval,

the ratio will be very likely around the value x. Therefore,

we distribute the mixed channel state in two shares according

to the ratio x. Note that this solution is scalable. Although the

undeployed routers form a subnetwork, the scheme still works

conditioned that the subnetwork routes packets in a FIFO

manner.

7. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS AND

LIMITATIONS

In this section, we discuss the special attack scenarios in

which our proposed approach can be useful. Also, we present

some of the attack scenarios that our proposed approach

cannot be applied.

7.1. Applications

Bursty attack traffic with long duration. Attack traffics can be

sent in a long duration in a bursty manner. For example,

within 30 min, an attack source sends out spikes of packets

for a duration of 10 ms in a period of 1 s. In this case, one can

apply our approach for a longer time interval, e.g. 10 s, in

order that the victim can capture several spikes from the

attack flow, and one can then locate the attackers accordingly.

7.2. Limitations

Global scale attack. In the real attack scenarios like the Code

Red worm [19], the worm affects machines by exploiting

vulnerabilities in softwares or the operating system. The

R4

R3

R2

R1

ν

time

time

time

time

time
mixed channel

states
channel state of

virtual link Link4 1

FIGURE 20. The timing diagram under a partial deployment environment. A drawback is that the channel states of the virtual links Link31 and

Link41 become indistinguishable at router R1.
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virtual link Link4 1
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FIGURE 19. (a) In this example network, the router R2 is an undeployed routers while the others are deployed routers. (b) As the undeployed

router is transparent to the traceback protocol, the router R1 records the channel state of the virtual links Link31 and Link41.
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number of infected machines were numerous (in the order of

100,000) and infected machines spread across the world

causing a worldwide scale attack.

In the Code Red case, every infected machine sends a small

amount of packets to the victim and the overall flow is

tremendous due to the huge number of infected machines.

If one deploys our approach to traceback the locations of

the attackers, one can only find tens of thousands of small

local traffics sending towards the victim without discovering

any dominating flows. This traceback result would only sug-

gest that a worldwide scale attack is launched against the

victim.

Reflector attack. The reflector attack [20] also utilizes

spoofed packet but it is used in a different manner. The

source address of the spoofed packets is set to be the

victim’s address, and these packets are sent to innocent

machines, the reflectors. In response, the reflectors send

replies to the victim. For example, spoofed HTTP requests

are sent to several web servers for htdocs with large size.

Thus, a small amount of spoofed requests can result in a

large aggregate flow. If one applies our approach, one can

only find the reflectors as the attack source and cannot find

the ‘real’ attackers directly. One can locate the ‘real’ attack

sources if one traces attack packets from the reflectors with

source address set to be victim’s address.

Attack on the infrastructure. There are real attack targets

on the Internet infrastructure. For example, the Slammer

worm [21] does not contain any malicious payload, but its

blitz tactic in scanning for vulnerable machines has already

caused hundreds of thousands of machines disconnected from

the Internet. Since there is no specific victim in the attack, our

approach cannot be applied.

Traceback after-the-fact. If there are attacks such as a very

small amount of packets, e.g. one packet can already bring

down a victim, our approach is futile in tracing this kind of

attackers. Our approach works under flood-based attack and

depends on a continuous flow of attack packets in order that

the routers can capture the flow within the snapshot interval.

Thus, a very small amount of attack packets cannot be

detected by our approach.

Low-rate TCP attack. The low-rate TCP attack [22] is a

new kind of DoS attack that is carefully orchestrated to

exploit the fixed minimum TCP retransmission timeout.

Although this kind of attack is a burst type attack, it is

carefully orchestrated so as to exploit a defect in a TCP

connection. Our approach is not able to detect this kind of

attack. Currently, there are already several approaches [23,

24] to solve this problem.

8. RELATED WORK

One major security problem of the IP protocol is the source

address can be filled by any user [25]. In DDoS attack, the

attackers exploit this vulnerability in order to hide their

existences as well as to hinder the authority to trace the

attack origins. In the literature, work is done to mitigate

effect of the DDoS attack by filtering the malicious packets

before they can reach the victim [26, 27, 28, 29]. On the other

hand, there are also research work going on in order to

traceback the sources of the attack in the presence of

spoofed packets [10, 11, 30, 31, 32].

8.1. Packet filtering

One possible way to stop the attackers from spoofing the

source address of the malicious packet is the ingress filtering

[26]. Under such a filtering mechanism, a router is configured

to drop packets that arrive with illegitimate addresses. This

requires the participating routers to have the ability to

examine every packet that passes through it as well as

sufficient knowledge to distinguish between the legitimate

packets and the illegitimate packets. The best way to

deploy the ingress filtering is at the border of an AS/ISP

because it is rather easy for the border routers of the ASes

and the ISPs to acquire the range of legitimate addresses.

However, the fatal problem of the ingress filtering is it

requires a widespread deployment in order that the mecha-

nism can efficiently remove most malicious packets. Unfor-

tunately, a significant fraction of the ISPs does not implement

this approach. Moreover, although the ingress filtering is

deployed globally, an attacker can still launch an attack by

setting the spoofed address to be a member of the legitimate

address range of the AS. On the other hand, under the egress

filtering [28], a router is commanded to drop packets that

leave routers with illegitimate addresses. However, one can

notice that this mechanism bears the same defect of the

ingress filtering.

Park and Lee have proposed the route-based distributed

packet filtering scheme in [27]. For example, let AS 1,

AS 2 and AS 3 be three distinct autonomous systems.

Under normal situation, AS 2 receives and routes the

packets from AS 1 at its incoming interface. If an attacker

at AS 1 sends a spoofed packet with its source address

belonging to AS 3, based on the routing information of

AS 2, this packet is an abnormal packet and it will then be

dropped. The authors analyze the distributed packet filtering

scheme on the power-law-based Internet. The performance

result shows that the main advantage of the proposed

scheme is it does not require a global deployment and can

still filter a significant fraction of the malicious packets.

Mahajan et al. have proposed the ACC in [18]. The

suggested method modifies the router’s congestion control

algorithm, and it is two-folded. Firstly, every router is

equipped with the local ACC which can (i) identify a

congestion, (ii) classify and identify ‘bad’ traffic aggregates

from the input queue of the router, (iii) rate-limit the arrivals

in order to ease the congestion and (iv) send push-back

messages to upstream routers in case that the congestion
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cannot be eased with the local ACC alone. Secondly, the

push-back mechanism is rather passive than the active local

ACC measure. Since the congestion can only be detected on

downstream routers, the upstream router will be invoked to

launch the local ACC and rate-limits the aggregates specified

by the push-back messages.

Chen and Song [33] apply the ACC to mitigate the DDoS

attack. The core of the DDoS attack defense is the ability

to detect the high bandwidth aggregate which is leverage

on the ACC technique. The authors suggest that the defense

should be taking place on the edge routers of an ISP, and

the edge routers together form a defense perimeter. The

perimeter is then responsible for locating the packets

belonging to the high bandwidth aggregate. Once those

packets are found, the edge routers that located those

packets accordingly install a rate-limit filter which drops

the packets according to an acceptance rate. The authors

have proposed two solutions in locating which edge

router(s) is/are accepting the problematic aggregate: one is

done by multicasting and the other is done by IP traceback.

Xu and Lee [34] suggest a methodology to sustain the

availability of web services under a DDoS attack. The goal

of the defense system is to, firstly, defend against attacks

using spoofed addresses, and secondly, minimize the system

resources consumed by adversary using legitimate addresses.

To get rid of the spoofed-address traffic, the authors suggest

using the HTTP redirect message. To mitigate the damage

brought about by the adversary traffic using legitimate

addresses, the system is modeled as a minimax game. The

goal is to maximize the small traffic and to penalize the

large traffic by suspending the connection.

8.2. IP traceback

Savage et al. have proposed the probabilistic packet marking

scheme in [10]. Every router, which participates in this

scheme, marks the IP header of every packet and passes

through it based on a pre-defined probability. If a packet is

already marked by an upstream router, the router will not

mark that packet again. At the victim site, the victim can

reconstruct the packet path (or the attack path) by

collecting sufficient number of marked packets from the

routers. In [35], the authors have analyzed the time as well

as the number of packets that are sufficient to construct the

attack graph with certain confidence interval. In [11], the

authors have proposed an authentication scheme based on

the approach suggested by Savage. The aim of this work is

to hinder the malicious parties to alter the marked field in the

IP header of the packets. Also, the authors have mentioned

that if the victim site knows the map of its upstream routers, it

does not need the full IP address in the packet marking. They

improved Savage’s marking approach by hashing so as to

achieve a lower false positive rate and a lower computation

overhead. On the other hand, Park and Lee have analyzed this

marking approach and pointed out that spoofing of the

marking field may impede traceback by the victim site [31].

Attackers may choose the spoofed marking value, source

address to hide themselves.

Despite the IP traceback approach proposed by Savage,

Dean et al. [32] have formulated the traceback problem as

a polynomial reconstruction problem. They use algebraic

coding theory to encode traceback information in the

packet, similar to Savage’s approach. On the other hand,

Snoeren et al. [30] have proposed an efficient hash-based

approach to traceback the attackers. Every packet that

passes through a router is hashed into the storage device

associated with the router. By tracking the storage device of

every router, one can derive the traversed path of a single

packet. Adler [36] has formulated a new IP traceback

scheme that is capable of tracing the attacker with an

arbitrary number of encoding bits in the attack packets.

According to the analysis, one can apply an IP traceback

scheme that uses one encoding bit per packet under a

single-attacker environment. However, the lower bound of

the number of bits required is greater than one under a

multiple-attacker environment. The author also gives the

analysis of the lower bound of the number of bits required

in [36].

Sung and Xu is the first piece of work that combines an

IP traceback approach and an automatic packet filtering

approach together [37]. The scheme employs the IP trace-

back approach, namely the probabilistic packet marking

algorithm, to discover the attack path. Then, by setting up

a defense perimeter, the attack packets are filtered

preferentially at the routers that are far from the victim. By

using this scheme, the attack packets can be filtered at a far

distance from the victim while the legitimate packets can

reach the victim instead of being dropped.

Unlike the probabilistic packet marking algorithm which

marks packets randomly, Belenky and Ansari [38] suggest

marking every packet that passes through the edge routers

of an ISP. Then, by collecting the marked packets, one can

know from which edge router the attack traffic is coming

from. For more details on the IP traceback schemes, readers

can refer to the detailed surveys in [39, 40].

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

9.1. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a distributed traceback metho-

dology for DDoS attack such that a victim site can locate

attackers who sent dominating flows of attack packets. We

illustrated that a router only needs to keep track of (i) the

number of packets forwarded to a victim site and (ii) the

number of transit packets for all its incoming links during

the recording of the router’s local state. By providing these

two pieces of information, a victim site can accurately
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determine the intensity of a router’s local traffic. We also

presented an efficient algorithm so that a victim site can

accurately determine the bounds of the number of packets

from each router which arrived during the victim’s measure-

ment interval. Based on this information, the victim can

determine the locations of attackers with dominating flows

no matter the attack packets are spoofed or non-spoofed

within a short measurement interval. We carried out simula-

tions to show that the proposed traceback methodology

performs efficiently and is able to locate the attackers sending

out large flows. Moreover, we discussed the limitations of

our traceback methodology. We believe that the proposed

distributed traceback methodology can complement and

leverage on the existing ICMP traceback so that a more effi-

cient and accurate traceback can be obtained.

9.2. Future work

The proposed approach still requires some extra features

including the distributed authentication and the packet drop-

ping calculation. In our primary approach, we allow any par-

ties to register the traceback service. However, an attacker

can exploit this vulnerability by generating arbitrary requests

to the routers in order to initiate another level of denial of

service attack. Thus, the distributed authentication among the

group of participating routers is urgently necessary. One of

the potential solutions is to adopt the group key management

approach such as [41]. Every victim site before registering the

service has to verify its identity. Thus, one can stop attackers

from exploiting the traceback approach.

On the other hand, the original snapshot algorithm pro-

posed in [6] assumes the network (or the channels) is

reliable, i.e. without packet loss. However, in the DDoS

scenarios, the packet loss rate is huge because the routers

are usually filled up with malicious packets and is forced

to drop further incoming packets. The packet dropping

process may ruin the traceback result because the packets

that are counted in the upstream routers may not reach the

downstream routers and the victim site. A primary approach

is to measure the packets dropped at each router’s interface

and make use of the packet dropping counter to complement

the equations in calculating the local traffic.

Lastly, we believe that our proposed approach is not only

providing a theoretical foundation in traffic measurement,

but also foreseeing that our approach can become a form of

network tomography [42]. This requires further research in

finding possible applications.
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